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Sample Itinerary

Touchdown & Tuk Tuks
Arrive at Lisbon airport where you’ll be
welcomed by Freshly Squeezed Events.
Transfer to your luxury boutique hotel for check-in.
Transfer to Lisbon Docas, located by the
river Tagus for Lunch at the award-winning
Restaurant DOC.
Discover the secrets of Lisbon city via Tuk Tuk.
Dinner at the Chefs table of your hotels
restaurant where you’ll eat contemporary cuisine
and watch the Chefs at work!
Late drinks and party at the city favourite:
Urban Beach.
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Adventure day
Adrenaline in Sintra - set off in jeeps to discover
the most hidden points of Sintra mountain.
Lunch overlooking the sea at the celebrated Furnas
do Guincho.
Vehicle change – hop on board your team
bicycle with built-in bar. The bike is driven by a
driver and helped along by you pedalling! (all
drinks are included).
Stop off in Cascais for some traditional port & wine
tasting and of course, perfectly paired traditional
snacks.
Dinner in the city – it’s wine & tapas night!
Soak up the atmosphere in town and enjoy the
amazing cuisine.
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‘I want to thank you on
behalf of my team and I for the
excellent job that you did this week on
our event. Not only was your whole team a
complete pleasure to deal with, they were just
brilliant at ensuring the event went perfectly.
Over the past 5 years we have arranged a number
of events and I can without doubt tell you, this
was our best ever…we will have no
hesitation in working with
you again.’
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Carry on the party with late drinks in town on
Pink street…

From water to tracks…
Water fun – Speedboat up and down the river to
see Portugal at a pace.
Lunch stop at Darwin’s terrace restaurant .
Drive your own three wheel Go Cars around
town to see the sights and amazing city.
Take a tram ride back to the centre of town.
Enjoy your private carriage with refreshments.
Dinner at Kais restaurant. – a warehouse
building originally used to generate tram
way energy now makes for an impressive
evening venue.
Finish with late drinks and clubbing in Kais.

Rooftop views
Morning at leisure to use the amazing hotel
facilities or wonder around town.
Last lunch on the rooftop of Tágide restaurant to
see the city from the clouds.
Transfer to the airport from your flight back to
the UK.
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A wonderful weekend in Lisbon!
Not far from the Algarve, Lisbon is fast becoming one of the ‘must see’
destinations in Europe. Lisbon is an ancient city that modernizes itself
by just updating and improving what it’s always had.
Nothing has been destroyed and re-built, but instead developed so the
original history, beauty and architecture remains. The natural beauty of this
city makes it a highly sought-after destination. Loose yourself within the
cobbled streets of the old town and look across the endless ocean views from
beautiful terraces you accidentally find. Whizz around town by Tuk Tuk, tram
or car and find the endless wonders this city has to offer. Hop on a boat and
enjoy the coastline at speed. Indulgence, excitement, relaxation, history,
beauty – and of course great party, can all be found in this amazing city.
Lisbon really is a sensational destination that will not disappoint, and you
won’t want to miss out on it! So, what are you waiting for?
Lisbon offers a wealth of culture, fine food and places to explore.
Take off to Lisbon with Freshly Squeezed Events. What are you waiting for?

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Freshly Squeezed Events are specialists in
bespoke incentive travel, conferences, events &
meetings. At the heart of FSE is our passion for pushing
the boundaries, creating ‘itineraries of a lifetime’,
tailored just for your group and generating maximum
ROI. Our background in business and luxury travel give
us the insight and the connections to create
something out of this world for you.
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